ARC 14 - Blowing Kisses in the Wind - Mission 1 - 11308.27

Summary:  The Claymore's crew had a relaxing and enjoyable time on Albidar.  The two weeks let them unwind from the haunting memories of the Vroa attacks.  With renewed energies they returned to the Claymore and now make departure preparations.  Next stop Deep Space 3.  The 12 light year journey will take them 11.1 days at warp 6.

********************** Begin Mission - Arc 14 ************************

XO LtCmdr Damrok says:
::Sitting in the first officer's chair on the bridge, his left leg folded over his right and a PADD in his hand::
CAG Cptn Hawk says:
::On the flight deck with DCAG Warren, discussing the drill schedule for the trip to DS3, as well as scheduled maintenance he'd like to get in::
CNS Lt Foster says:
::Sitting in his office for the first time in a while not having a day full of appointments, R&R could do that to a crew.  Taking the time to catch up on his notes and files.::
CTO Lt Kytides says:
::Stands restlessly - only for himself - at primary tactical, checking to make sure tactical is prepared for takeoff::
Albidarian Automated Departure says:
COM: USS Claymore: USS Claymore this is the Albidarian Automated Departure Center we see by our logs you are scheduled to depart in 15 minutes.  We thank you for your visit to Albidar and hope you return in the future.  Please contact this channel when you are ready for departure instructions.
OPS Ens Kendal says:
XO:  Sir, Albidarian docking center just checked in...we're supposed to contact them when we're ready to leave.
CO Capt T’Shara says:
::Sits in her chair on the bridge, looking over data on the console on her armrest::
CO Capt T’Shara says:
::Looks up at Kendal's announcement::  OPS: Contact all departments and make sure they are ready for departure.
XO LtCmdr Damrok says:
::Politely nods once to Kendal, then over to T'Shara::  CO:  Captain, all personnel have reported in.  Just waiting for departmental confirmations.
Crewman Anderson says:
::Walks through the corridors in engineering bringing the latest sets of data for review.::
OPS Ens Kendal says:
*CAG*:  Kendal to flight deck.  Are you secured for departure?
CAG Cptn Hawk says:
*OPS*  Flight deck secure and ready for departure.
CO Capt T’Shara says:
::Nods to Damrok::  XO: Excellent.
OPS Ens Kendal says:
*CAG*:  Acknowledged, flight deck.  Bridge out.  ::Checks that off on his list, and taps a few buttons again, holding his earpiece to his ear::
Crewman Bella says:
::Enters shuttle bay 1 placing the engineering kit down to continue her work on one of the shuttles in need of maintenance.::
OPS Ens Kendal says:
*CMO*:  Bridge to sickbay.  Looking for confirmation of department readiness.
CAG Cptn Hawk says:
::Grabs a pad and begins maintenance checks on the fighters, moving from fighter to fighter, taking time to chat with his pilots as he moves about the flight deck::
CO Capt T’Shara says:
::With the tap of a button she closes the report and looks up again::
CMO Cmdr Raeyld says:
::Shifts her weight from her right hand and toes, to squarely on the bottoms of her feet, and removes the hypospray from her mouth, the adjustment moving her further from the inventory shelves:: *OPS*: Sickbay clear, Ensign.
CTO Lt Kytides says:
::Finally satisfied glances up to Kendal for a moment before checking Tactical as ready for departure, exchanging that task for looking over long range sensors::
OPS Ens Kendal says:
*CMO*:  Acknowledged, Sickbay.  ::Looks down his checklist and sees that all departments now show green::  CO/XO:  Sirs, we have readiness confirmation from all departments.
Crewman Codswell says:
::Enters Deflector Control and begins diagnostics before departure.::
TO Lt Kingston says:
::Standing at the secondary tactical console, glancing over at Kytides a moment for about the eleventh time in the past half-hour before looking back to her station::
CO Capt T’Shara says:
::Glances over to Damrok and nods::
XO LtCmdr Damrok says:
::Nods once and taps a button on his console::  *Shipwide*:  All hands, prepare for undocking procedures and departure.  OPS:  Mister Kendal, signal the station and ask for clearance.
OPS Ens Kendal says:
::Turns in his chair::  COM: AAD:  Claymore to Albidarian Automated Departure...requesting clearance for undocking and departure.
Crewmen Dewalle says:
::Enters the Turbo Lift and orders it to deck 8.::
CO Capt T’Shara says:
FCO: Ensign Lawrence lay in a course for Deep Space 3.  Once we have clearance begin departure procedures
Cmdr Hannity says:
::Squeezes past a pair of crewmen carrying a large piece of equipment, apologizing to them as they stop to let her pass::
FCO Ens Lawrence says:
CO: Aye, ma'am.  ::her hands begin gliding across the conn as she sets in the coordinates::
CMO Cmdr Raeyld says:
::Pops the back end of her hypospray between her lips and leans forward on her hand once more, reaching into the very back of the shelving unit::
Albidarian Automated Departure says:
COM: USS Claymore: USS Claymore you are approved for docking departure.  Once on own power maintain maneuvering thrusters until cleared of dock.  Then turn to heading 084.3 and maintain 1/8th impulse velocity until outer marker.  Then cleared for warp on own heading.
CNS Lt Foster says:
::Writes down a note on a few of the files with crewman he wanted to follow up with.::
MO Ens Tevis says:
::Walks into the storeroom and pauses, craning her head as she looks for Doctor Raeyld::
FCO Ens Lawrence says:
::Turns in her chair slightly to T'Shara and Damrok and nods, turning back around::
Cmdr Hannity says:
::Struggles with an arm full off padds as she rushes for a closing turbolift door:: Outloud: Hold the door please! ::Apologizes again to a helpful crewman who holds it for her:: TL: Deck 4. 
CAG Cptn Hawk says:
::Continues moving from fighter to fighter, checking onboard maintenance records against scheduled maintenance.  Basically, avoiding being on the bridge::
OPS Ens Kendal says:
FCO:  Thrusters until clear, heading zero-eight-four-point-three, one-eighth impulse until outer marker, then engines free.  ::Sends the instructions to the helm console::

ACTION:  External power connections disengage and retract.   Tractor fields holding the Claymore to the dock are powered down.

CMO Cmdr Raeyld says:
::Leaning all the way forward, the tips of her fingers finally brush against the object:: Gotcha---  ::The hypospray drops as she speaks, and clatters to the ground::
OPS Ens Kendal says:
CO/XO:  Umbilical’s disconnected -- mains online.  ::Checks the power flow readings::  Tractor fields are disengaged.
MO Ens Tevis says:
::Hears the clatter, and turns down one aisle, spotting Raeyld shoulder-deep in a shelf:: CMO: Uh...Doctor?
XO LtCmdr Damrok says:
::For a brief moment, desires to stand, but the moment passes, and he sits further back in his seat, glancing to T'Shara for only a moment::
CO Capt T’Shara says:
::Crosses her right leg over her left and sits back in her chair::
Crewman Emmerson says:
::Walks along the corridor and opens one of the Jefferies Tubes.::  Outloud:  Grumbles about drawing the short straw and having the clean the Environmental scrubbers.::
CO Capt T’Shara says:
FCO: Begin departure, maneuvering thrusters until clear Ensign.
CMO Cmdr Raeyld says:
::Snatches the object, then leans back, extricating herself from the shelving unit. Catches the hypospray as well, and untwists her legs, rising to a standing position:: MO: Yes, Doctor? ::Smiles absently, and begins picking up her equipment::
CTO Lt Kytides says:
::Pores over scans a bit more seriously now that they're undocking, too absorbed in it and listening to potential orders to notice much else::
MO Ens Tevis says:
CMO: You wanted to know when that message arrived?
CMO Cmdr Raeyld says:
CMO: Mmhmm... ::Lays the last of her equipment within her case::
Cmdr Hannity says:
::Stumbles out of the lift on the other end and traces her eyes along the corridors, trying to find her way before sighing to herself in relief as she reaches her destination and hands off the arm full of new spec sheets and classified tech manuals to a helpful NCO::
MO Ens Tevis says:
::Pauses a blank moment, then continues what seems self-evident:: CMO: ...Well, it has.

ACTION:  The Claymore backs slowly out of the docking facility under maneuvering thrusters.  The shadow of the Claymore dances across the large structure as she clears the docking bay.

CMO Cmdr Raeyld says:
::Flashes a slightly more coherent smile, this time aimed directly at the Ensign:: MO: Oh, good! I see. Well, thank you, Doctor.
CMO Cmdr Raeyld says:
MO: Let me know how the shift goes.
CMO Cmdr Raeyld says:
::Starts walking her way out of inventory, past Tevis::
TO Lt Kingston says:
::Looks up from her diagnostics a moment, across to primary tactical, then opens a little side window and starts typing...finishes, and continues watching over her otherwise routine duties::
MO Ens Tevis says:
::Pauses a moment, vaguely disconcerted again, as she turns to follow Raeyld:: CMO: O--kay...? You won't be here, then?
CMO Cmdr Raeyld says:
::Continues down the hall and through the edge of the main ward, toward her office:: MO: No; I'll be in the holodeck if you need anything, Ensign.  ::Steps inside her office::
CNS Lt Foster says:
::Finishes his list of follow ups he begins cross-referencing that with the duty roster and setting up appointments.::
CO Capt T’Shara says:
FCO: Forward 1/8th impulse to outer marker.
Crewmen Flasten says:
::Enters TIC with the new communication subsystem.::
Cmdr Hannity says:
::Waves a thankful farewell to the helpful NCO and heads back to the lift a little unsteadily::
MO Ens Tevis says:
CMO: Oh...  ::Feels the change in address, and decides now's not the time to push it:: All right.  ::Tries something else:: I was thinking it might be a good time to do a medkit check...?
CO Capt T’Shara says:
XO: Did you enjoy your shore leave Commander?
OPS Ens Kendal says:
::Half to himself, absorbed in the readouts on his console::  CO/XO:  All systems nominal...engineering has not reported any problems.

ACTION:  The Claymore comes to a stop as the maneuvering thrusters fire.  Then the four impulse engines glow pushing the Claymore forward until reaching 1/8th impulse.  ETA to outer marker is 4 minutes.

CMO Cmdr Raeyld says:
::Waves a medkitted hand over her shoulder as she snatches a PADD from her desktop, and continues to the "secret" door from her office to the hall:: MO: Sure, if you think that's best. Your prerogative today, Doctor. Let me know how things go! ::Her last words barely clear the door closing behind her::
CO Capt T’Shara says:
OPS: Noted Ensign.
XO LtCmdr Damrok says:
CO:  I did very much, once it was actually shoreleave.  ::Smiles cordially, thinking that the events concerning the black hole felt quite distant after a relatively short time::  And you, Captain?
CAG Cptn Hawk says:
::Notices the crewman enter the TIC and heads over to see what's going on::
CTO Lt Kytides says:
::Begins to look over duty rosters again alongside scans, but stops for a second while reading...then looks up, mostly with his eyes, which feel like they're trying to roll back in his head, before he gives his head a small shake and types something::
FCO Ens Lawrence says:
CO: Captain we are at the outer marker.
MO Ens Tevis says:
CMO: Yes ma'am... ::Clearly at the closed door. Pauses a moment, then smiles slowly and turns away, heading out of the office:: Computer: Computer, locate Captain Hawk.
Cmdr Hannity says:
::Looks a little green around the gills as she gets into the lift:: TL: Deck 6
CO Capt T’Shara says:
XO: I can understand that.  ::Smiles slightly::  ::Nods::  I did thank you for asking.  It was nice to get off the ship and feel the warmth of the sun for a change.
CMO Cmdr Raeyld says:
::Enters the "back" turbolift:: TL: Holodeck 2.
Crewmen Falsten says:
::Places the gravity cart at the door and rubs his shoulder for a second.::
TO Lt Kingston says:
::Runs her fingers over her console rapidly, then looks up to Damrok, speaking in a clipped tone, as the first officer seems to be engaged in conversation with the captain::  XO:  The diagnostic reports you wanted are logged and in the system, Sir.
FCO Ens Lawrence says:
::Enters the route to Deep Space 3 while he waits for orders to engage.::
XO LtCmdr Damrok says:
CO:  That it was.  ::Smiles, looking rather relaxed, and therefore more like his usual self than he has in a while::
CAG Cptn Hawk says:
::Enters the TIC::  Falsten:  Hello Crewman.  What are you working on?
XO LtCmdr Damrok says:
::Looks to Kingston and offers a nod in acknowledgement::  TO:  Thank you, Lieutenant.  ::Picks up his PADD, not quite eager to get to reading it, though::
CO Capt T’Shara says:
FCO: Acknowledged.  Engage normal cruise warp 6 Ensign.
Crewmen Falsten says:
CAG: Sir.  Just updating the short range communications console.  Its been on our list for months now.  Finally getting things taken care of.
XO LtCmdr Damrok says:
CO:  Have you heard anything that you are at liberty to discuss from Admiral Cosgrave about our upcoming exploration plans?
CTO Lt Kytides says:
::Breathes out through his nose to avoid a noticeable exhale, glancing back to the scans before resignedly typing::
CAG Cptn Hawk says:
::Interested::  Falsten:  Really?  What are the updates?
FCO Ens Lawrence says:
::Enters warp 6 into the helm.::  CO: Warp 6 aye Captain.

ACTION:  The Claymore's impulse engines go offline and the warp nacelles glow.   In a flash the Claymore jumps to warp and increases velocity to warp 6.

CO Capt T’Shara says:
XO: Unfortunately no I only know what you do at this point.  I have to admit I do not like more mention of the Vroa.  But, it does sound like they have made progress with the information we were able to supply.
Crewmen Falsten says:
CAG: Nothing too special.  Updated security between the Claymore and the fighters mostly.
XO LtCmdr Damrok says:
::Nods slowly::  CO:  It is good to know that the sensor arrays we deployed are still serving their purpose.  ::Pauses a moment::  I'll be interested to hear whether there has been any movement in regards to establishing more formal diplomatic relations with the upeoples.
CAG Cptn Hawk says:
::Frowns slightly, losing interest fast::  Falsten:  Very well...  carry on.
CAG Cptn Hawk says:
::Moves back into the flight deck to continue maintenance checks::
Cmdr Hannity says:
::Gets off on Deck 6 and goes a ways before it becomes all too much for her and she stops outside some heavy looking doors to rest against the wall:: ::Opens one eye to see a curious security crewman approaching:: SEC: Sorry, sorry. I never quite got over my space sickness. Feels like we've gone to warp. 
Computer says:
MO: Captain Hawk is on the Flight Deck.
Crewman Falsten says:
::Nods.::  CAG: Aye sir.  ::Pulls his kit off the grav cart.::
TO Lt Kingston says:
::Taps at her console a few more times, then settles into a less active mode, resting her hands on the sides of the console, briefly smiling mutedly::
CMO Cmdr Raeyld says:
::Exits the turbolift and strolls to holodeck 6, pausing at the control panel without::
CO Capt T’Shara says:
::Nods:: XO: Aye, it is good to know they are still working.  Hopefully they have made some further progress with the upeoples.  I am hoping they have had more word from Vulcan on the missing.
MO Ens Tevis says:
::Pauses at her station, takes a PADD:: RN: Soderstrom, I'm headed to check medkits.

ACTION:  Claymore communications systems go offline as does her transponder.

Cmdr Hannity says:
::Suddenly springs off the corridor wall and hits the security guard as the TIC door opens, slamming him back into the exiting CAG::

ACTION: Claymore sensors go offline.

ACTION: Bridge consoles are locked out.

CMO Cmdr Raeyld says:
::Taps a few commands into the holodeck interface, uploading her program::
LVN CPO Soderstrom says:
::Looks up a moment::  MO:  Could you use a hand, Doctor?
CAG Cptn Hawk says:
::Falls back with a grunt as the security guard slams against him::

ACTION: Neurozine gas begins to deploy from the ENV systems in the Marine barricks.

Cmdr Hannity says:
::Slaps the door control to close it on the way, revealing a small but nasty looking pistol that neatly cores the security guard's forehead before coming up to rest squarely on the CAG::
CMO Cmdr Raeyld says:
::Steps inside the holodeck:: Computer: Initialize program.
XO LtCmdr Damrok says:
::Nods slowly again in acknowledgement to T'Shara, then idly reads his PADD::

ACTION: Neurozine gas deploys in main engineering and within tactical.

CAG Cptn Hawk says:
::Starts to move toward the Cmdr, but stops as he sees the pistol::  Hannity:  Who are you?
Computer says:
CMO: Unable to comply.
CTO Lt Kytides says:
::Starts to tap his fingers on the side of his console, staring pointedly at it...and then blinks, jabbing at his console and looking up::  CO:  Captain, console's not responding.  ::Glances to Kingston quickly and questioningly::
Cmdr Hannity says:
::Looks up at "Falsten", ignoring Hawk for the moment:: Falsten: Three, what's our status?
TO Lt Kingston says:
::Tilts her head slightly, then looks to Kytides and shakes her head, looking slightly worried::
RN Sren says:
::Looks at Tevis a moment, then smiles knowingly:: MO: All right. I'll let you know if anything happens here.
MO Ens Tevis says:
::Smiles brightly:: RN: Thanks!
MO Ens Tevis says:
LVN: I should be fine. Just going to start with the flight deck.
XO LtCmdr Damrok says:
::Sits forward a bit::  OPS:  Mister Kendal?
CNS Lt Foster says:
::Continues making notations on appointments, working to fill his calendar for the coming week.::
Crewmen Falsten says:
::Looks at the console display on his arm.::  Hannity: ETA 3 minutes until the Claymore is totally in our control.
CO Capt T’Shara says:
CTO: Not responding?  Are there any of other systems not responding?
OPS Ens Kendal says:
XO:  I don't know, Sir...my console is out, too.  ::Stands and moves to the master situations console with alarming quickness::
CAG Cptn Hawk says:
::Insistent::  Hannity:  Who are you and what are you doing?
CMO Cmdr Raeyld says:
::Frowns, opening her kit:: Computer: Try again. Initialize program.

ACTION:  Neurozine gas fills decks 2-5.

Computer says:
CMO: Unable to comply.
Cmdr Hannity says:
Falsten: Step it up. ::raises a wrist near her mouth:: =Two= Two, stand by to initiate. ::finally brings her attention back to CAG but never having seem to have left him:: CAG: Get up. Slowly. ::her sultry voice sounds ugly and hard::
CMO Cmdr Raeyld says:
::Taps her commbadge:: *OPS*: Something wrong with the computers, Ensign?
CMO Cmdr Raeyld says:
::Gets no response::
CTO Lt Kytides says:
::Moves back to try an auxiliary just in case, hitting his commbadge::  *TO2*:  Kytides to Senezem.

ACTION: Neurozine gas begins on deck 9-15.

CAG Cptn Hawk says:
::Slowly rises::  Hannity:  You still haven't answered my question.
CMO Cmdr Raeyld says:
::Hears the familiar hiss of the environmental system discharging::
LVN CPO Soderstrom says:
MO:  Very well, Doctor.  ::Looks up as he feels himself getting oddly dizzy, and starts to stagger...just as he realizes what is happening, he topples to the deck in a heap::
CNS Lt Foster says:
::Looks up as he hears the vent systems pushing something into the room.::
CMO Cmdr Raeyld says:
::With her currently held breath::*OPS*: Holodeck, gas.
Crewmen Falsten says:
::Moves to the TIC controls and brings the Claymore out of warp.::
XO LtCmdr Damrok says:
::Stands from his chair::  OPS:  Anything, Mister Kendal?
CMO Cmdr Raeyld says:
::Tries to hold her breath, while she fumbles with a hypospray of triox, dialing a massive dose and sticking it to her neck, while she runs to the holodeck door::
CTO Lt Kytides says:
::Grimaces slightly with no response from the console, moving back toward tactical...before pausing and tapping his commbadge again::  *TO2*:  Kytides to Senezem, respond.
OPS Ens Kendal says:
XO:  No, Sir.  No response.
XO LtCmdr Damrok says:
::Taps his combadge::  *Engineering*:  Damrok to engineering, come in please.
CNS Lt Foster says:
::Moves to tap his commbadge but feels himself go sluggish as he starts moving the gas already taking affect before slumping over his desk.::
Cmdr Hannity says:
::Feels the slight wave of shifting mass as the ship reverts to realspace:: Falsten: Signal Two. Disable deflector control. Move to position one. 
Crewmen Falsten says:
Hannity: We are ready for phase three Ma'am.  Turbo lifts are offline now and we are ready to take the rest of the ship.  ::Pulls his gas mask from his kit and hands Hannity one.::
CMO Cmdr Raeyld says:
::As the door fails to open, she pounds on it twice, then quickly gives up on that....and knees for the nearest panel. Pulls it off, her vision already starting to blank as she struggles against the desire to inhale::
CTO Lt Kytides says:
CO:  ...No response on commbadge, Captain.  ::Looks to Damrok to see if he has better luck, reflexively checking his sidearm as he does::
CO Capt T’Shara says:
::Stands also walking down near the conn::  FCO: Do you still have control of the ship?
Crewmen Falsten says:
::Puts on his gas mask.::
CAG Cptn Hawk says:
::Holding his hands out, begins to walk slowly toward Hannity::  Hannity::  What is it you want?  Maybe we can cooperate?
CO Capt T’Shara says:
::Looks back over her shoulder to Kytides::  XO: Intruders?
XO LtCmdr Damrok says:
::Turns and makes his way back toward tactical::  CTO/TO:  ...Distribute sidearms to the bridge crew, please.  ::Fears the Vroa could be responsible, and is not willing to take chances where they're concerned::

ACTION: Deflector dish goes offline as the Claymore goes to all stop.

CMO Cmdr Raeyld says:
::Pulls the panel aside and climbs inside, closing the panel behind her. Slaps another triox overdose to her arm while her lungs burn...even though she's out of the holodeck, just opening the panel allowed gas into the tube. She tries to crawl as far as possible down the tube::
XO LtCmdr Damrok says:
::Opens the weapons locker near master situations and holsters a type-II phaser for his own use::  OPS:  No luck?
Cmdr Hannity says:
CAG: Don't think so... Sorry. ::Without warning, closes the gap between herself and Hawk, bringing the butt of her pistol down across his nose, followed by a sharp strike to his floating ribs and a violent push to the floor that makes his head ding off the decking:: ::Straddles the officer as Falsten hands her her mask and proceeds to pistol-whip him until her hand comes away dripping with blood::
OPS Ens Kendal says:
::Sighs heavily::  XO:  No, Sir.  ::Looks to Damrok, concerned::
Cmdr Hannity says:
::Smiles, utterly without humor:: CAG: Sit... ::Stands:: Good dog. 
CO Capt T’Shara says:
::Walks over to the weapons locker where Damrok is and rabs a type-II phaser as well.  Looks to Damrok::
CTO Lt Kytides says:
CO:  Likely, Capta-  ::Looks up for a moment as the Claymore halts, moving for a weapons locker and taking several phasers, moving to parcel them out::  Intruders, Captain.
CMO Cmdr Raeyld says:
::Collapses in the tube as her vision fades. Fumbles to her commbadge once more, drawing a quick breath:: *XO*: Disable enviro-- ::As the gas has a chance to penetrate her lungs, she loses consciousness::
XO LtCmdr Damrok says:
CO:  I don't believe in this many layers of coincidence, Captain.  Some systems appear to be down...we seem to have dropped from warp, but without incident.  If there were major systems failures, I would expect a more turbulent ride.
CO Capt T’Shara says:
::Nods to Kytides::  CTO: My thoughts exactly.  But, how?
CAG Cptn Hawk says:
::Tries to push himself up, but his arms collapse as his head swims.  Vision refuses to focus...  like the last shore leave party but with blood::

ACTION: Neurozine fills most of deck 6-8 excluding the flight deck and shuttle bay.

XO LtCmdr Damrok says:
CO:  Difficult to say.  The unmanned docking station may not have had the degree of security the Aldibians would like us to believe.  I am most concerned that we could be dealing with Vroa infiltrators.
CTO Lt Kytides says:
CO/XO:  As well, I think I saw sensors go out just before the console locked me out.  ...Sabotage, but no explosions, so...  ::Blinks and looks back to the turbolift::
CO Capt T’Shara says:
XO/CTO: Let's hope that is not the case.  But, we aren't about to take any chances at this point.
Cmdr Hannity says:
::Contemplates adding to the beating before deciding against it:: Falsten: Watch him. ::Walks over to the middle of the TIC and produces a small voice recorder:: 
Crewmen Falsten says:
Hannity:  The ship is ours.  ETA until meeting 6 minutes as scheduled.   I'm done here everything is on auto at this point.  ::Pulls a plasma torch from the kit and runs down to the flight deck.::
CNS Lt Foster says:
::Passed out on his desk.::
CAG Cptn Hawk says:
::The beating had been so quick there hadn't been time to register the pain.  That limitation was no longer in place and Hawk sucked in short breaths as he tried to keep it together::
Crewmen Codswell says:
::Enters the flight deck with mask on and carrying a plasma torch.::
Recorder says:
TIC Com: Computer, this is Captain Daylan Atlas. Priority Security Reactivation Protocol. Authorization Atlas-Seven-Seven-Romeo... Activate and initiate Level 1 Security Lockdown. 
XO LtCmdr Damrok says:
CO:  What should we do?  Do we send someone out?  ::Takes a tricorder from the locker and flips it open, hoping to get a read on what's going on elsewhere in the ship::  Or do we attempt to hold here, if there are boarders?  The bridge is largely useless to us, at the moment.
Crewmen Dewalle says:
::Enters the Flight deck covered in blood.  A smile can be seen through the gas mask.  He pulls out a plasma torch and turns it on as he walks.::
CTO Lt Kytides says:
::Moves to the lift, glancing at Damrok but deciding in for a penny, and tests it before fully grimacing and quickly moving back onto the bridge::  CO/XO:  Turbolift's not working either.

ACTION:  The team begins to burn a large circle into the flight deck with the plasma torches.

CMO Cmdr Raeyld says:
::Lays unconscious in the tube::
Cmdr Hannity says:
::Stops over Hawk on the way out and straddles him again, dropping to her knees and leaning down to kiss his swollen, bursted lips:: CAG: I had a great time, lover. ::Stands:: Call me sometime. ::Winks and exits the TIC after slipping on her mask:: 
Cmdr Hannity says:
Falsten: Let's go. 
CAG Cptn Hawk says:
::Weakly::  Hannity:  Don't wait up
CO Capt T’Shara says:
XO/CTO: We don't know if any of the other decks are compromised.  Are you able to pick up anything on the tricorder?  I know it is useless to us but for now we should hold our position.
Cmdr Hannity says:
::Steps over bodies as they head down and into the hanger proper::
XO LtCmdr Damrok says:
::Consults the tricorder for information about the rest of the ship::
Crewmen Falsten says:
::Nods.::  Outloud: One Minute!   ::Moves to the Comm console on the flight deck wall and inserts a communications disk then kicks Hawk in the throat.::  ::Laughs.::

ACTION:  Neurozine gas begins to fill the bridge.

CAG Cptn Hawk says:
::Gasps in pain and rolls over::

ACTION: The team finishes with the flight deck and enters the shuttle bay.

Crewmen Falsten says:
::Follow Hannity into the Jarrow and waits for the others.::
CO Capt T’Shara says:
::Hears a noise and looks up seeing the gas::  XO: What is that?  There is some kind of....  ::Falls to the floor::
XO LtCmdr Damrok says:
::Takes a few futile steps toward the observation lounge before falling to one knee, then collapsing to the deck::
CTO Lt Kytides says:
::Sighs and looks back to the turbolift::  CO/XO:  Doesn't feel like Vroa.  Too surgical, not enough explosio-  ::Blinks and tries to cover his face with an arm, for all the good it does him as he slumps to the deck::
Cmdr Hannity says:
::Gestures to Codswell, pointing to an open area on the deck:: Go ahead and sign our work. Here. ::Hits the door control for the shuttle and boards her::
CAG Cptn Hawk says:
::Laying on his stomach, his face a mask of blood, Hawk slowly, painfully pushes himself up to his hands and knees, reaching a blood covered hand for the TIC panel to try and regain his feet::

ACTION: The Jarrow lifts off from the shuttle bay deck as the doors open out into space.  The Jarrow flies out between the pylons and quickly warps away.......

****************************** Pause Mission ****************************
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